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Reviewer's report:

This new revised submission by Gallardo-Alvardo et al. describes a study of 78 early onset breast cancer cases in the Mexican population for whom TP53 germline mutation testing was completed. The authors found a high frequency of TP53 mutations (6.4% in all cases; 9.4% in women 36 years of age and earlier). The authors have addressed all of my previous comments and concerns. There are a few minor points for correction.

Minor:

Introduction line 90: the authors list other genes related to BC risk. Some of them (NBS1, BRIP1) are a bit more controversial to include on the list as some groups do not feel these are associated with increases in risk. Thus, this list could be shorter.

Methods lines 131-133. How were the 78 patients (of the 279 BRCA mutation negative) patients selected for this study. Why weren't all 279 tested?

Gene names should be italized. There are a few cases (such as results line 199) in which this was missed.

Table 3: Should be estrogen receptor not estrogens receptor.

Table 4: Should be 1st, 2nd, 3rd degree relatives

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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